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In languages in which nouns have a grammatical gender, word recognition can be estimated by gender decision response times. Although gender decision has yet to be used extensively, it has proved sensitive to several factors that have been shown to affect lexical access. The task is not restricted to spoken language but can be used with linguistic information from other sensory modalities.

Issues Addressed

Lexical access in spoken and written (regular and braille) word recognition.

First Uses

Deutsch and Wijnen (1985).

Description

Two variants were used by Deutsch and Wijnen (1985): gender assignment and gender verification. In gender assignment, the subject’s task is to indicate the grammatical gender of a noun. This task has also been referred to as “gender monitoring” by Bates et al. (1995). In gender verification, a noun is presented, together with a word that marks gender (e.g. article,
adjective, etc.); the subject has to decide whether they agree in gender or not. This task was also used by de Ruiter (1992) in Dutch. The response is generally given manually by key-pressing but can also be given vocally. Vocal responses were used by Desrochers, Paivio and Desrochers (1989) and Desrochers and Paivio (1990) in studies devoted to written word recognition.

**Stimuli**

Nouns that have unambiguous grammatical gender. These nouns exist in many languages, including several Indo-European languages that have two or three genders (e.g. feminine or masculine in French, Italian, Spanish; neuter or non-neuter in Dutch; feminine, masculine or neuter in German, Serbo-Croatian, Russian, Icelandic). Other languages have even more genders (e.g. up to 20 in Bantu languages; Corbett, 1991).

**Dependent Variables**

1. Response latencies.
2. Errors.

**Independent Variables**

The same as with most of the other tasks, as well as variables specifically related to gender. With isolated words, any variable that can influence lexical access; for instance, word duration, number of syllables, word frequency, age of acquisition of the word, frequency and density of the lexical neighbourhood, uniqueness point position (UP), phonological markings for gender, semantic variables (e.g. concreteness, humanness, semantic gender). With word or sentence-like contexts, different kinds of context variables (e.g. semantic, formal, gender relatedness) that have been considered in priming studies.

**Analysis Issues**

The same issues as with most other tasks (e.g. lexical decision, semantic classification, single word shadowing).

**Effects Found with Paradigm**

1. Effect of word duration before UP (the UP is the point from word onset at which only one candidate remains in the cohort of possible words; Marslen-Wilson & Welsh, 1978)

Not found by: de Ruiter (1992, Dutch).

2. Effect of word duration, word duration after UP, number of syllables

3. Interaction between UP effect and articulation rate. The UP effect increases when the rate is slow and disappears when the rate is fast, i.e. close to that of spontaneous speech

4. Effect of phonological transparency of gender marking on word endings

5. Gender priming

6. Gender asymmetry effect (responses are faster and more accurate for one gender than for another)

Design Issues

1. Manual vs oral response. In the case of manual responses, handedness, gender dominance in the language under study and gender-to-button allocation have to be included in the design (van Berkum, 1996; see Potential Artifacts).

2. In gender assignment, type of response labelling, i.e. abstract gender indication (masculine, feminine, neuter, non-neuter) or article indication. For visual French words, faster responses were obtained with labels “un” and “une” than “masculin” and “feminin” (Desrochers et al., 1989; Desrochers & Paivio, 1990; Desrochers & Brabant, 1995). In the case of article indication, the type of article sometimes matters. In French and Italian, there are two forms of singular definite and indefinite articles (e.g. “un”, “une”, “le”, “la” in French or “una”, “uno”, “il”, “la” in Italian). When definite articles are followed by a word beginning with a vowel, there is vowel suppression (“l’arbre”, “l’elefante”) so that these articles no longer mark gender. The problem can be avoided by using the definite articles together with nouns beginning with a consonant (see Bates et al., 1995) or by using indefinite articles.

3. Distribution of the different genders. About equal in some languages (e.g. about 5:4 for masculine and feminine nouns in French; Content,
Mousty, & Radeau, 1990), but less so in others (e.g. about 3:1 for non-neuter and neuter nouns in Dutch; van Berkum, 1996).

Validity

1. Effect of word duration before UP also found with the phonemic restoration illusion (Samuel, 1987), the phoneme detection task (Frauenfelder, Segui, & Dijkstra, 1990) and single word shadowing (Radeau & Morais, 1990; Bates et al., 1995).
2. Effect of word duration and word duration after UP also found with the phoneme detection task (Frauenfelder et al., 1990) and with single word shadowing (Bates et al., 1995).
3. Interaction between UP effect and articulation rate also found with single word shadowing (Radeau, Mousty, Morais, & Bertelson, in prep., natural and synthetic speech).
4. Gender priming also found with gating and lexical decision (Grosjean et al., 1994, French, article prime–noun target) and with single word shadowing and grammaticality judgement (Bates et al., 1996, adjective prime–noun target).
5. Gender asymmetry effect also found with single word shadowing (Bates et al., 1995).

Advantages

1. Easy to use.
2. Can also be used in sensory modalities other than auditory:

   **Visual modality:** used with printed words to investigate the role of different variables, including UP position (Radeau et al., 1992), phonological transparency of gender marking (Desrochers et al., 1989; Desrochers & Paivio, 1990), word frequency and formal priming (A. Desrochers, pers. comm.), humanness semantic dimension (Desrochers & Brabant, 1995). Also used with pictures to study lexical access and gender retrieval during speech production (Jescheniak & Levelt, 1994; van Berkum, 1996).

   **Tactile modality:** used with braille words in the blind to investigate the role of UP position (Bertelson, Mousty, & Radeau, 1992).

3. Allows the study of word recognition in its natural linguistic-syntactic context.

Potential Artifacts

1. Stimulus properties that provide gender information (e.g. phonological cues in Italian, French) may be used to derive, rather than retrieve, gender (van Berkum, 1996). See, for example, effects of phonological cues obtained
in French for word endings (Tucker, Lambert, Rigault, & Segalowitz, 1968; Radeau et al., 1989) and for word beginnings (Tucker et al., 1968) in a task that consists of guessing the gender of spoken nonwords including these endings or beginnings. As regards the involvement of a phonological strategy, see, for example, the effect of phonological transparency of word ending found with gender decision but not with single word shadowing in Italian (Bates et al., 1995). However, for French, no significant correlation was found between RTs to the experimental words and the predictive values of their endings (Radeau et al., 1989).

2. With manual response, there is the possibility of complex interaction between handedness, response allocation and gender dominance in the language. See van Berkum’s finding of a facilitatory effect when the neuter response was under the dominant hand, but of an inhibitory effect with the opposite key arrangement (van Berkum, 1996, experiment 2, chapter 4).

Problems

1. Restricted to languages with a grammatical gender system.
2. Materials restricted to words that have gender (nouns).
3. Sensitive to strategic contaminants.

Uses with Other Populations

Has been used with blind people to study the effect of UP position in spoken and braille word recognition (Bertelson et al., 1992). Can also be used with children and brain-damaged patients.

Other Comments

Is especially appropriate when a lexical decision task cannot be used because nonwords have to be avoided, or when one is particularly interested in the retrieval of a word’s syntactic properties.
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